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54. "She sideslipped out by a gap in the Devil's glen while Sally 
her nurse was sound asleep."  
   (FW 203.15)
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55. ("three years are but are but a moment in the life of an 
ocean") and "remounds the salty water full of weeds and 
smiling happily."  
   James Joyce to Lucia Joyce, n.d. [August] 1935. Letters I, 377-378.
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56. "The instant I touched her hand...I knew some change had 
set in,"  
   James Joyce to Constantine Curren, 31 July 1935, Letters I, 378.
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57. "I have to pay the following bills immediately if not sooner."  
  
 

James Joyce to Harriet Shaw Weaver, 9 June 1936, Unpublished 
letter, RE Papers.
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58. "Mr. Joyce did not like to leave Paris as he was always most 
punctilious about his visits to his daughter. He always went 
out directly after lunch every Sunday afternoon. I never 
accompanied him," she said, "but from his description of 
what went on I could form a vivid and very tragic picture."  
  
 

Helen Fleischman Joyce, "A Portrait of the Artist by His Daughter-in-
Law," HRC.

 

59. "He would wait for her in the little parlor of the sanitarium. 
From my knowledge of French salons...I can picture the 
scene. The small dark, overcrowded salon, the thin, dark-
haired girl and the slender man with the thick glasses. She 
would greet him as a rule with pleasure. He would always 
bring her some gift, candy or fruit or sometimes a present 
of some sort, once a wristwatch, I remember. They would 
talk for awhile. She would ask about her mother and about 
Giorgio and me and Stephen. Then he or she would sit down 
at the piano and play and they would both sing. Sometimes 
they would dance together, and this to me is a terrible and 
fantastic picture. Babbo would tell us that they would dance 
with wild abandon together. Then would come the time 
when he had to go and a nurse would come to lead Lucia 
away. Babbo would return in the taxi, which he had kept 
waiting...in a state of complete exhaustion, near collapse. At 
dinner that evening at Fouquets he would tell us of the visit, 
eating almost nothing and drinking his usual succession of 
bottles of Swiss wine." 
  
 

Helen Fleischman Joyce, "A Portrait of the Artist by His Daughter-in-
Law," HRC.
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60. "It is rather curious that the two men in whom poor Lucia 
tried to see whatever she or any other woman or girl is 
looking for"  
  
 

James Joyce to Helen Fleischman Joyce, 6 April 1938, Letters III, 
419.
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These are quotations of my own language that were deleted 
before publication.  

  

  

1. "From this point in time, from the death of her father, 
James Joyce, Lucia would live with an unread mind." 
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The Notebook Observations; the Early Drafts1 

 

  

1939  
VI.B.44.066  (facing left)  
 Early October 1938  
VI.B.47.005  
VI.B.47.006  
VI.B.47.008  
VI.B.47.0111 s  
VI.B.47.015  
VI.B.47.017  
VI.B.47.025  
VI.B.47.029  
VI.B.47.040  
VI.B.47.040  
VI.B.47.041  
VI.B.47.046  
VI.B.47.048  
VI.B.47.057  
VI.B.47.066  
VI.B.47.068  
VI.B.47.073  
VI.B.47.081  
VI.B.47.086  
VI.B.47.090  
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1938  
IV, f "Ending" (MS 47488, 119-120, 126-127; FW 619/20-628)  
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1The following discussion of James Joyce's Finnegans Wake notebook observations supplements the summary chapter about the 
Wake at the end of my published biography of Lucia Joyce (chapter 16). In this supplementary material, the "sigla" for the daughter 
figure from Joyce's notebooks forms a kind of additional infrastructure of the biography, arranged chronologically and placed next to 
the actual events of Lucia's life. They show what Joyce observed about Lucia as she grew and they indicate her consistent influence 
on the final text of Finnegans Wake. They also indicate the composite nature of the daughter figure in the Wake, as Joyce merges 
experiential observations with notes from other sources about adolescent girls emerging into womanhood, figures like Alice Liddell 
from Alice in Wonderland, Isa Bowman, "Peaches" Browning, Isolde from Tristan and Isolde, Edith Thompson from the Trial of 
Frederic Bywaters and Edith Thompson, Lot's daughters, and so forth. In the early notebooks, the daughter is indicated by the 
nickname "Is" or "Issy" or "Isabeale" or some variation of the name "Isolde." Later, she, like all of the other major characters, 
acquired a symbol, , which could also appear on its side, facing either left or right. When used in combination with the symbol , 
Joyce was usually referring to some aspect of the love triangle in Tristan and Isolde. 

As Joyce moved from observations of Lucia to the final construction of Finnegans Wake, he went through numerous drafts. Following 
these drafts lets us see, in a way that is rarely available to scholars, the transposition of life into art. As Joyce progressed from 
watching his adolescent daughter, he joined her, in his imagination, with the situation of other young women entering into life for the 
first time. He shows them learning about the nature of human intimacy, the anatomy of sex, the secrecy, suspicions and possibilities 
for betrayal that can accompany sex, and the complexities and ambiguities of human emotional attachments. Of particular interest to 
me, was Joyce's propensity to align Lucia with "triangles" and with close brother-sister relationships in history and literature. That is, 
one of his basic instincts led him to figure her as (for example) Isolde in the the story of Tristan, King Mark and Isolde, where, 
interestingly, the triangle is transposed to Shaun, Earwicker and Issy, that is, to the Wakean characters associated, in familial terms, 
with Giorgio, Joyce and Lucia. This triangular pattern and the brother-sister attachment pattern are insistent in Joyce's notebooks, in 
his drafts and in the final version of Finnegans Wake. The triangular pattern is also insistent in my biography of Lucia, as published, 
but, with the addition of this notebook and draft evidence, the assertion of these heavily weighted familial relationships is even more 
compelling than in the published version made available to scholars and reviewers. In fact, given the consistency of Joyce's evidence, 
a biographer would have been irresponsible to create a narrative without these emotional constellations.  

Here you will find an additional infrastructure for my biography, given in the form of citations from the notebooks, for scholars who 
are interested in tracing most of Joyce's observations of the Lucia/Issy character. Also included are several examples of the 
transformational use of such material that I did not include in the final version of the book; that is, in the published book, I used only 
material from Finnegans Wake and not the genetic material leading up to it, the material that shows Joyce's chronological observation 
of Lucia and his transformational use of it.  
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61. "arms appeal with larms, appalling, Killykillkilly: a toll, a 
toll."  
   (FW 4. 7-8)
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62. "Babbo would tell us that they would dance with wild 
abandon together...And this to me is a terrible and fantastic 
picture."  
  
 

Helen Fleischman Joyce, "A Portrait of the Artist by His Daughter-in-
Law," HRC.

63. "'Che bello, che bello' had been her sarcastic response to 
Giorgio's rare Sunday visits to Ivry."  
   (FW 4. 7-8)
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64. "mais je suppose que les authorites occupants accorderaient 
sans difficulte la permission pour le transfert d'une maladesi 
je pourrais l'arranger" [I supposed that there will be no 
difficulty with the occupying authorities granting 
permission.]  
  
 

James Joyce to Carola Giedion-Welcker, 28 July 1940, Letters III, 
414. 
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Supplemental material: 

From Lucia's Dreams  

  

  

65. "Isolade, Liv's lonely daughter."  
   (FW 289.28-29)
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The Dream Sequences  

  

1. In an undated notebook, preserved in the Stuart Gilbert Papers 
(Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center at the University of 
Texas at Austin), Lucia kept track of her dreams while she was at 
Northampton. She observed simply, "I told my dreams to Miss 
Harmer every morning and now I am going to try to write them 
down." Collectively they reveal the people who remained 
significant in memory along with a consistent and reiterated 
sense of danger and loss. Giorgio, Emil Fernandez and his cousin 
Roger Bickert populated her dreams, as did Samuel Beckett, Alec 
Ponisovsky, and her best friend, Kitten Neel. Her dance teachers 
appeared to her, as did experiences of music, dance, theater and 
ballet. In the world of sleep, what she loved vied with anxiety: 
she dreamed repeatedly of her father's death, of being lost, of 
being run over, of falling and of people disappearing. She 
recorded dream images of being in hotel rooms with men, of 
drinking "medicated milk," of a child in association with Roger 
Bickert, of being in a small room with Dr. Bertrand-Fontaine, and 
of losing a dog.  

 
From Lucia Joyce. "My Dreams," Unpublished manuscript.  
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of 
Texas at Austin.  
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"I was in an old fashioned hotel with my mother and father so I 
decided to go to the cinema by myself so I went in a bus or tram 
and it was a small cinema. I got myself an ice cream then I 
talked in German to a taxi driver and I did not remember the 
name of the hotel in which my parents were. Then I was run over 
by a train. It was a place I did not know at all." 
  
 

Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. Harry Ransom 
Humanities Research Center, University of Texas at Austin. 
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"I dreamt I was...with a piano teacher a woman. I could see her very clearly. Then there was my father. He looked very well but he 
did not seem to know what to do. Then I was in France and did not like it at all. I insulted everybody but I was sorry afterwards." 

"I dreamt I went to a shoe shop in Zurich and lost my nice scarf so they gave me another one." 

"I dreamt my brother was in a little shop having tea but the tea had a taste of ink. They had all sorts of sweets in the shop then two 
young men came in. Then I dreamed the table was messy. My brother gave me some sweets and cakes then we had tea in a nice 
flat where there was some [indecipherable] so I went away to a place where I could see the Eiffel tower. Then I asked for a taxi to 
go home but at first they said they could not get me one. They were rather angry then they did get me one in the end and told me 
that my father had died." 

"I dreamt I was having a piano lesson and I arrived _ of an hour late. My teacher had some chocolates which she offered me. Then 
there was a boy somewhere and I had some writing paper and envelopes and a pencil." 

"I dreamt of my father and brother and of Emile Fernandez. He was in his house and there were a lot of people about. I had to wash 
dishes but I did not do it. I ran away. Emile said he would buy me a coat as the one I had was getting shabby. I can remember quite 
well what happened. We went upstairs and there was a sort of hole and I nearly fell down." 

"I dreamt of a child and then I was looking for Roger Bickert but did not find him." 

"I dreamt I was in a theater. It looked like the Trocadero and my mother was there. It was very crowded. Then there was a ballet 
performance. I had a bag which did not close very well and my things kept on falling out. I had a camera and some money. My 
parents disappeared and I was waiting for them to come back. Then I had two lovely big apples which I wanted to give to my 
brother. My sister-in-law was also there and when I asked her for money, she refused to give it to me." 

"I dreamt that a young Jewish man was in love with me and he had a very nice shop of glass bottles and crystal things. I was in a 
corner in a lovely bed with a red velvet cover." 

"I dreamt of when I was...in France near the Bois de Vincennes." 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC.

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC.

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 
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"I dreamt of a child and then I was looking for Roger Bickert but did not find him." 

"I dreamt of Helene Vanel and the dance and...I had...all sorts of thoughts." 

"I dreamt...that Miss Neel was married to an Irish man who wrote a letter to somebody mentioning me. It was in France and there 
were a lot of French people." 

"I dreamt I was with a lot of rich people. We went to a sort of conference or concert and I asked if I could sing...We went by 
ambulance, a German one, then I found my father and kissed him with much love also mother I kissed her and was happy we were 
in a bus or train. There was another bus coming near us. I also talked about Helene Vanel and Lois Hutton." 

"I dreamt of Mr. Beckett and Mr. Leon. He was going away somewhere. Then my shoes had a big hole, so I ordered some shoes and 
slippers." 

"I dreamt I went all naked to a very nice hotel where there was a very nice young man. Then I was in a chemistry shop and had 
some medicated milk. They told me my father was dying." 

"I dreamt I was eating cherrys [sic]. Then I was in love and was going to become a mother. There were a few French girls there. 
They were very slim and young. Then I went to buy a paper Le Figaro...then there was Mrs. Neel and Mr. Leon." 

"I dreamt...about dogs and Alec. Then I had a little white puppy dog and I had to feed him but I lost him. There was also another 
puppy dog like a bull dog." 

"I dreamt of Madame Fountaine our doctor. She took me to her home and I had a lot to eat. There was a very big strong man. Then 
I went in a very small room where I could hardly move about. Then there was an Englishman who wanted to talk to me." 

"I dreamt...Nurse Wainwright put a camisole de force on me. As she was sewing it up I could not take it so she gave me another pair 
of socks...she had a black veil over her face and I asked her if I could have it to wear. The houses were moving up and down like in 
an earthquake. I could not put my camisole on." 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 
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"I dreamt I was with a lot of nice nurses....as I was ill...I had a nice little doll which belonged to one of the nurses." 

"I dreamt I was going to America with Mr. Leon and Helen. Then I passed through Dublin and stopped there. There were a lot of 
people about and I asked a girl about Mr. Beckett and other people and friends. ..I did not want to go to America as I was afraid of 
the journey so I thought I would stay in Dublin. I went to a tea room in Dublin and asked for money. They gave it to me. Then there 
was a young man there. I asked him if he liked me and he said rather." 

"Dear Baby, Please come to fetch me. I want to be in Ireland with you. My father is in Heaven, also my mother and I miss them very 
much." 

Dear Baby, I have written to Dr. Banner to ask him if I could go to see you in Bray....It is no use going to Church. It does not make 
things better." 

"I dreamt I was sitting in a Garden of St. Andrews Hospital and a lttle pretty white Butterfly came up to me but I squeezed it with 
my fingers of my left hand I think. What became of it? God knows it was so small you could hardly see it." 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC. 

   Lucia Joyce to Bozena Delimata, 7 May 1973. Unpublished letter, Stuart Gilbert Papers, HRC.

   Lucia Joyce to Bozena Delimata, 13 January 1974. Unpublished letter, Stuart Gilbert Papers, HRC.

   Lucia Joyce, "My Dreams." Unpublished manuscript. HRC.
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66. "I will write down all your names in my gold pen and ink. 
Everyday, precious, while m'm'ry's leaves are falling 
deeply."  
   (FW 460. 18-20)
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67. ...Once 
And for all, I'll have no college swankies (you see, I am well 
Voiced in love's arsenal and all its overtures from collion 
boys 
To colleen bawns so I have every reason to know that 
rogues' 
Gallery of nightbirds and bitchfanciers, lucky duffs and light 
Lindsays, haugty hamiltons and gay gordons, dosed, 
doctored 
And otherwise, messing around skirts and what their fickling 
intentions 
Look like, you make up your mind to that) trespassing 
On your danger zone in the dancer years." 
 
   (FW 438.31-439.03)
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68. "The river of lives, the regenerations of the incarnations."  
   (FW 592.08-09)
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